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Abstract

Recent advances in large language models (LLMs) have demonstrated notable
progress on many mathematical benchmarks. However, most of these benchmarks
only feature problems grounded in junior and senior high school subjects, contain
only multiple-choice questions, and are confined to a limited scope of elementary
arithmetic operations. To address these issues, this paper introduces an expansive
benchmark suite SCIBENCH that aims to systematically examine the reasoning ca-
pabilities required for complex scientific problem solving. SCIBENCH contains two
carefully curated datasets: an open set featuring a range of collegiate-level scientific
problems drawn from mathematics, chemistry, and physics textbooks, and a closed
set comprising problems from undergraduate-level exams in computer science and
mathematics. Based on the two datasets, we conduct an in-depth benchmark study
of two representative LLMs with various prompting strategies. The results reveal
that current LLMs fall short of delivering satisfactory performance, with an overall
score of merely 35.80%. Furthermore, through a detailed user study, we catego-
rize the errors made by LLMs into ten problem-solving abilities. Our analysis
indicates that no single prompting strategy significantly outperforms others and
some strategies that demonstrate improvements in certain problem-solving skills
result in declines in other skills. We envision that SCIBENCH will catalyze further
developments in the reasoning abilities of LLMs, thereby ultimately contributing
to scientific research and discovery.

1 Introduction

Recent advancements in large language models (LLMs) have dramatically expanded the boundaries of
artificial intelligence [4, 34, 35, 48, 43, 47, 13, 25]. They have demonstrated outstanding performance
in many mathematical reasoning tasks that are typically considered challenging even for well-educated
individuals [46, 22, 6, 7, 12]. Notably, GPT-4 achieves a remarkable score of 163 out of 170 on GRE
Quantitative Exam, placing it at the 80th percentile ranking [35].

While the remarkable improvements in these benchmark performances might suggest that LLMs
are capable of performing mathematical reasoning tasks, we argue that this assertion might be
overly optimistic due to the inherent limitations of the current benchmarks. Firstly, many existing
benchmarks such as ScienceQA [28] and GSM8K [9] only contain problems grounded in grade-
level subjects, thereby lacking enough complexity. Although other benchmarks like MATH [17]
introduce high-school level problems, they only involve a restricted range of operations — addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and exponentiation — which do not adequately assess the depth of
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Problem (Using the Planck distribution)
Compare the energy output of a black-body radiator (such as an incandescent lamp) at two different wavelengths by calculating the ratio of the 
energy output at 450 nm (blue light) to that at 700 nm (red light) at 298 K.

Correct Solution
At a temperature T, the ratio of the spectral density 
of states at a wavelength λ1 to that at λ2 is given by

Insert the data and evaluate this ratio.
Answer With λ1 = 450 nm and λ2 = 700 nm, …, and 
therefore

Final Answer:

GPT Solution with CoT Prompting
Step 1: We need to use the Planck distribution 
formula to calculate the energy output of a black-
body radiator. The formula is:

Step 2: We calculate the energy output at 450 nm and 
700 nm… Let’s use T = 298 K.

…
Step 3: Calculate the ratio of the energy output at 
450 nm to that at 700 nm:

Final Answer: 

GPT Solution with Python Prompting as 
External Tools

… The ratio of the energy output at λ1 = 450 nm and 
λ2 = 700 nm is

Substituting the given values, we get a Python code 
for this problem:

Final Answer: 

<latexit sha1_base64="z8je/w+UrTQF8pF/zVw6JKTlOGU=">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</latexit>

⇢ (�1, T )

⇢ (�2, T )
=

✓
�2

�1

◆5

⇥
�
ehc/�2kT � 1

�
�
ehc/�1kT � 1

�

<latexit sha1_base64="3RogNfRhG03hsfK3fLoZ+o7/5Vk=">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</latexit>

⇢(450 nm, 298 K)

⇢(700 nm, 298 K)
= 2.10⇥ 10�16

<latexit sha1_base64="bkkXPbsTZcBnbgBJpBGWzGJU0lM=">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</latexit>

2.10⇥ 10�16

<latexit sha1_base64="IpRHpP225Mm8hWAc3ToORsjhzRE=">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</latexit>

B(�, T ) =
2hc2

�5

1

e
hc

�kBT � 1

<latexit sha1_base64="qJwnT7Kx5cq3yZFUlSfPzPDr4qY=">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</latexit>

B(450 nm, 298 K)

=
2hc2

(450⇥ 10�9 m)5
1

e
hc

450⇥10�9 m·kB ·298 K � 1

⇡ 1.23⇥ 10�16

<latexit sha1_base64="loCXh6R+DIAMqsT1q7nNiHUoz7A=">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</latexit>

B(450 nm, 298 K)

B(700 nm, 298 K)
⇡ 4.39

<latexit sha1_base64="NR9aJ3vgKr1Oc3ojYcgpdwrGJPw=">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</latexit>

) 1.67⇥ 10�31

…
ratio = ((lambda2 / lambda1)**5) 
*((math.exp((h * c) / (lambda1 * k * 
T)) - 1) / (math.exp((h * c) / 
(lambda2 * k * T)) - 1))

…

<latexit sha1_base64="IgsFphouvWQct+TLEvV0kNz7Ek0=">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</latexit>

u (�1, T )

u (�2, T )
=

8⇡hc
�5
1

1
ehc/(�1kT )�1

8⇡hc
�5
2

1
ehc/(�2kT )�1

=
�5
2

�5
1

ehc/(�1kT ) � 1

ehc/(�2kT ) � 1

⇒lambda1

⇒lambda2

<latexit sha1_base64="gCKkfKCr0BiWy7JsBFUjQCsV4g8=">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</latexit>

)�2

<latexit sha1_base64="wgDma4EE6VT/Mfz0qjJ+M3H9lfw=">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</latexit>
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Figure 1: An example problem from Physical Chemistry with solutions generated under two prompt-
ing strategies. GPT-4 with chain-of-thought (CoT) prompting shows calculation errors, while GPT-4
that prompts Python as external tools misunderstands mathematical equations. Errors are highlighted
in red and the corrections are shown in purple.

reasoning abilities of LLMs. Secondly, recent works including AGIEval [49] and CEval [21], despite
introducing challenging problems that span a wide range of disciplines, mainly focus on multiple-
choice questions without providing detailed solutions. This setup could inadvertently mislead
benchmark evaluation, as it allows LLMs to merely guess the answers from candidate choices and
appear knowledgeable in comprehending the questions. Moreover, the lack of detailed solutions
prevents us from understanding the limitations of LLMs and discerning why they commit certain
errors. Furthermore, these benchmarks often source problems from online material, where questions
are closely followed by answers. As these problems could already be a part of the training data,
the models, trained in an autoregressive manner, may directly predict the answer without genuinely
understanding the problem. This potential data leakage provides a shortcut for LLM evaluation,
further compromising its validity.

On the other hand, many studies propose various prompting strategies aimed at enhancing the
reasoning abilities for mathematical problem solving. For example, the representative strategy chain-
of-thought (CoT) instructs LLMs using specific examples to generate step-by-step solutions that
prompt deeper problem thinking [46, 45, 50, 19], while other strategies propose to enable LLMs to
utilize external tools [37, 29] that improve the numerical computation capability. However, even these
strategic approaches, each with its specific strengths, struggle to fully address complex scientific
problems. Consider an example problem from college-level Physical Chemistry [2] that requires the
use of the Planck distribution to derive certain quantities. As shown in Figure 1, LLMs with CoT
prompts accurately generate the correct formula, but fail in the final numerical calculation. Further,
when explicitly instructed to generate a Python program to solve this problem alongside the reasoning
process of CoT, the LLM derives an incorrect equation, misplacing λ1 in the numerator rather than
the denominator. This error illustrates that LLMs struggle to comprehend mathematical relationships
when employing external tools. This example underscores the need for a fine-grained analysis of the
essential skill set required for complex scientific problem solving.

To mitigate the aforementioned deficiencies in existing LLM evaluation, this paper introduces a novel
college-level Scientific problem solving Benchmark, referred to as SCIBENCH. Our SCIBENCH
contains two datasets of college-level scientific problems. The open dataset includes 695 problems
collected from widely used textbooks in college courses, including Fundamental Physics [15],
Thermodynamics [10], Classical Mechanics [42], Quantum Chemistry [32, 23], Physical Chemistry [1,
2], Calculus [39], Statistics [18], and Differential Equations [3]. To simulate real-world evaluation,
we also include a closed dataset that encompasses seven sets of midterm and final examination
questions from three college courses in computer science and mathematics. Distinct from existing
benchmarks, all of the problems in SCIBENCH are open-ended, free-response questions. They require
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multiple steps of reasoning and the computation therein involve complex arithmetic operations such
as differentiation and integration. To ensure the integrity of our evaluation, these datasets have been
manually extracted from PDF documents and formatted into LaTeX documents, thereby minimizing
the possibility of their leakage in LLM training data. Importantly, SCIBENCH also includes detailed
solution steps, facilitating detailed error analysis.

Our evaluation focuses on two representative LLMs, GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 with various prompting
strategies, including CoT, zero-shot learning, and few-shot learning. In addition, we also prompt
LLMs to utilize external tools such as Python and Wolfram languages. The experimental results
demonstrate that the two baseline LLMs, without any sophisticated prompts or the use of external
tools, obtain average accuracy scores of 10.62% and 16.81% respectively on our open textbook
dataset. The inclusion of CoT prompting and external tools largely improves the performance, albeit
peaking at only 35.80% on the same dataset. With the strongest configuration, which combines
both CoT prompting and external tools, GPT-4 achieves an average score of 35.80% on the open
dataset and 51.57% on the closed exam dataset. These results suggest a considerable potential for
improvement in future LLMs.

In order to gain a comprehensive understanding of the limitations of LLMs in scientific problem solv-
ing, we propose a novel self-refinement method to uncover the deficient skills in the solutions made
by LLMs. Firstly, we compare the correct solutions with the solutions generated by LLMs and, with
the assistance of human annotators, summarize ten essential skills requisite for successful scientific
problem-solving. These skills include proficiency in domain knowledge, mathematical reasoning,
numerical calculation abilities, and comprehension of common sense concepts. Subsequently, we
employ an LLM-empowered self-critic approach to automatically classify the lacking skills in the
solutions made by the benchmarked LLMs under each experiment configuration. Our analysis finds
that (1) although CoT significantly improves the calculation ability, it is less effective in other aspects;
(2) prompts with the use of external tools could potentially compromise the other fundamental skills;
(3) few-shot learning does not universally improve scientific problem-solving skills.

2 The SCIBENCH Dataset

To evaluate the capabilities and analyze the limitations of the existing large language models (LLMs)
to solve scientific computing problems, we collect a new dataset consisting of college-level textbooks
and course exams in a variety of domains. This section details the dataset construction process.

Data selection. Our dataset aims to improve the previous benchmarks by including more chal-
lenging problems, which require more reasoning steps, and more advanced types of computations.
Specifically, the selected dataset should fulfill the following requirements:

• Inclusion of college-level problems. The chosen problems demand a solid understanding of
domain-specific knowledge, proficiency in reasoning capability, adept calculation skills, and the
ability to comprehend complex concepts.

• Inclusion of detailed solutions: To facilitate a thorough analysis of the limitations of LLMs,
detailed solutions should be provided for the selected problems. This enables a comprehensive
examination of the performance of LLMs and their capacity to handle complex problem-solving
tasks.

• Inaccessibility in text formats. To ensure an unbiased evaluation, we carefully curate questions
that are not readily accessible online and couldn’t be easily extracted or transformed into text. This
selection process aims to mitigate any potential information leakage from the exposure of LLMs to
pre-existing online question banks, such as those found in standardized tests like the SAT exams.

• Enabling of advanced computational ability assessment. Our evaluation of LLMs emphasizes
advanced computational capabilities beyond basic arithmetic operations like addition and multi-
plication. This involves evaluating the model’s proficiency in performing advanced mathematical
computations such as integration and differentiation, particularly when dealing with exceptionally
small or large numbers.

Accordingly, we select ten textbooks that have been extensively used in college courses as the open
textbook dataset from three scientific fields Physics, Chemistry, and Math. We report the number of
problems and the ratio of problems with detailed solutions of each title in Table 1. For brevity, we
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Table 1: Summary of the open textbook dataset. We report the number of problems and the ratio of
problems with detailed solutions in the fourth and fifth columns respectively.

Subject Title Acronym # Problems % Solutions

Fundamentals of Physics [15] fund 83 12.0%
Statistical Thermodynamics [10] thermo 84 20.2%Physics
Classical Dynamics of Particles and Systems [42] class 54 13.0%
Quantum Chemistry [23] quan 42 19.0%
Quantum Chemistry [32] chemmc 48 18.8%
Physical Chemistry [1] atkins 123 13.0%Chemistry

Physical Chemistry, Quanta, Matter, and Change [2] matter 59 16.9%

Math
Calculus: Early Transcendentals [39] calc 52 19.2%
Probability and Statistical Inference [18] stat 95 21.1%
Elementary Differential Equations and Boundary Value Problems [3] diff 55 9.1%

will be using their acronyms when referring to specific textbooks throughout the paper. Furthermore,
in order to simulate real-world evaluation, we collect seven sets of exam questions from college
courses from Computer Science and Math departments, including Data Mining, Machine Learning,
and Differential Equations. The statistics of the problems in each exam is detailed in Table 2. We
refer readers of interest to Appendix B for details on textbooks and exams.

To reduce the likelihood of correct answers being merely guessed from candidates, we choose to
mainly include questions with more challenging, free-response answers, rather than multiple-choice
questions in previous works [26, 28, 8]. We focus on answers that only contain single numbers to
avoid ambiguity. In order to facilitate standardized evaluation, we convert the answer to floating-point
numbers rounded to three decimal places. For example, we convert the answer

√
2
π to the decimal

representation 0.450. We also treat scientific notation as a unit to avoid overflow issues. For example,
if the answer is 2.2× 10−31 m, we take 2.2 as the final answer and 10−31 m as the unit.

Data preprocessing. We collect each problem from the original textbooks in PDF documents and
manually process them into LaTeX documents using an OCR tool Mathpix∗. The data is manually
collected by human annotators using a web-based annotation tool [26]. The detailed user interface
(UI) for the tool is provided in Appendix C. All problems are carefully verified by human annotators
to ensure that LaTeX notations compile without any syntax errors. For reference purposes, we provide
the original numbers in the textbooks. For every problem, we provide the answer in two forms: the
numerical value and the corresponding LaTeX expression with mathematical notations retained (e.g.,
0.450 and

√
2
π ); the unit of each answer is saved as a separate attribute. The detailed step-by-step

solutions are also given in the LaTeX format. For problems that have multiple answers, we either
keep only the first subproblems and discard the remaining subproblems or convert each subproblem
into multiple problem instances.

Data statistics. In summary, we have collected 695 problems from textbooks, 112 of which provide
detailed step-by-step solutions. For the close exam dataset, we include seven sets of problems from
real-world midterms and final exams with a total of 104 problems. The textbook dataset comprises
problems where the final answer is represented as a single numeric value, with the corresponding unit
provided separately, while the exam dataset mostly contains free-response problems, accompanied by
several multiple-choice and true-false problems.

3 Experiments

3.1 Experiment Setup

We evaluate GPT-3.5 (gpt-3.5-turbo) [34] and GPT-4 (gpt-4) [35] on the two benchmark datasets.
We consider two prompting strategies, including the chain-of-thought (CoT) prompting and prompting
to use external tools, under both zero-shot and few-shot learning paradigms.

• Zero-shot and few-shot learning. In the zero-shot learning setting, models are not provided with
any prior examples, which evaluates their inherent problem-solving capabilities with background
∗https://mathpix.com/
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Table 2: Statistics of the close exam dataset. We report the number of problem instances in each
exam and the ratio of problems in the exam that include detailed solutions. We further report the
ratio of problems in different formats, including free-response, multiple-choice, and true-false. For
reference, the number in parentheses denotes the grading points assigned to the problems.

Data Mining Machine Learning Differential Equations

Midterm Final Midterm Final Exam 1 Exam 2 Final

# Problems 25 (90) 24 (75) 12 (56) 16 (75) 8 (100) 8 (100) 11 (95)
% Solutions 56.0% (58) 16.7% (19) 100.0% (56) 31.2% (26) 100.0% (100) 100.0% (100) 90.9% (90)
% Free-response 40.0% (46) 33.3% (29) 66.7% (38) 81.3% (62) 100.0% (100) 100.0% (100) 90.9% (90)
% Multiple-choice 28.0% (28) 29.2% (28) 33.3% (18) 18.7% (13) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 9.1% (5)
% True-false 32.0% (16) 37.5% (18) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0)

knowledge and reasoning abilities. In the few-shot setting, a few of examples are given to the
models before the test example. This aims to assess their capability to learn new information from
the demonstrations and incorporate it into their problem-solving processes.

• Prompting-based approaches. In the zero-shot setting, we evaluate both with and without the
addition of the system prompt, which describes the types and categories of questions, along with
instructions; all other settings incorporate the system prompt. Additionally, we utilize the chain-
of-thought (CoT) [46] as our prompting strategy in the zero-shot setting. In addition to CoT, we
further explore an answer-only strategy in the few-shot learning setting, where the prompt solely
provides questions and answers without any intermediate solutions.

• Tool-augmented approaches. Given that LLMs are limited to acquiring exact knowledge and
performing precise calculations, recently proposed approaches, such as Toolformer [37] and
Chameleon [29], have explored the use of external tools to enhance the capabilities of solving
complex reasoning tasks. In line with this approach, and acknowledging the limitations of LLMs in
performing precise calculations, we also include a setting that prompts the model to convert its
solution steps in natural language into either Wolfram Language∗ or Python code for execution,
aiming to achieve more accurate results for certain computation steps. This prompt is only tested in
the few-shot learning setting. We manually construct the Python and Wolfram Language code that
produce the correct answer.

In summary, we consider seven combinations of prompting strategies and learning paradigms: zero-
shot learning without the system prompt (Zero−S), zero-shot learning with the system prompt
(Zero), few-shot learning (Few), CoT prompting under zero-shot (Zero+CoT) and few-shot learning
(Few+CoT) scenarios, few-shot learning that prompts to use Python (Few+Py), and Wolfram
Language (Few+Wol) as external tools. Regarding the exam dataset, to replicate a real-world exam
environment, we only consider two specific settings: zero-shot learning (Zero) and zero-shot learning
supplemented with CoT prompting (Zero+CoT).

Implementation details. We access the two LLMs via the OpenAI API, setting the temperature
to zero to minimize the randomness of the predictions. Few-shot examples, including solutions,
are randomly selected from problems within each textbook. When external tools are utilized, we
add a code snippet that translates the solution into specific programming languages in all few-shot
examples. The code snippets are verified by human annotators that will produce the correct outputs.
In terms of evaluation metrics, we compare the model outputs with the correct answers, allowing
an absolute tolerance of 0.1 for answers greater than 1 and a relative tolerance of 0.05 for answers
less than 1. For the exam dataset, model solutions are graded using the grading rubric provided by
the instructors. For readers of interest, all prompts and the corresponding implementation details for
utilizing external tools are provided in Appendix D.

3.2 Results and Analysis

The experimental results of all model configurations using both GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 on the textbook
dataset and the exam dataset are presented in Tables 3 and 4 respectively. We report the model
performance in terms of accuracy scores for each textbook and an average score over all problems.
By analyzing the results, we have the following four key observations:

∗https://www.wolfram.com/language/
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Table 3: Experimental results in terms of accuracy (%) on the textbook dataset. The best performing
score is highlighted in bold and second-best is underlined.

Model Setting
Chemistry Physics Math

Avg.
atkins chemmc quan matter fund class thermo diff stat calc

GPT-3.5

Zero−S 8.41 28.21 5.88 4.08 12.33 2.13 5.97 4.00 21.33 13.95 10.62
Zero 4.67 20.51 8.82 2.04 10.96 2.13 2.94 6.00 28.00 9.30 9.59

Zero+CoT 6.54 23.08 2.94 10.20 12.33 2.12 5.97 12.00 33.33 9.30 12.17
Few 5.61 15.38 11.76 4.08 8.22 0.00 1.49 10.00 26.67 13.95 9.60

Few+CoT 8.41 20.51 8.82 6.12 10.96 2.12 1.49 10.00 38.67 6.98 11.99
Few+Py 13.08 33.33 8.82 16.33 26.01 4.26 7.46 16.00 44.00 26.19 19.91

Few+Wol 3.74 7.69 2.94 18.37 17.81 6.38 2.99 12.00 5.33 2.38 7.87

GPT-4

Zero−S 14.95 25.64 8.82 18.37 21.92 12.77 7.46 8.00 28.00 19.05 16.81
Zero 27.10 23.08 14.71 22.45 15.07 8.51 11.94 18.00 56.00 42.86 25.09

Zero+CoT 28.04 43.59 14.71 20.41 21.92 19.15 17.91 22.00 50.67 42.86 28.52
Few 15.87 30.77 17.65 12.24 26.03 12.77 5.97 8.00 49.33 33.33 21.46

Few+CoT 21.05 46.15 17.65 26.53 27.40 14.00 13.43 18.00 61.33 35.71 28.35
Few+Py 21.05 41.03 38.24 28.57 38.36 17.02 29.85 34.00 69.33 42.86 35.80

Few+Wol 3.74 0.00 17.65 26.53 27.30 17.02 17.91 32.00 7.69 14.29 15.56

Table 4: Experimental results in terms of total scores under zero-shot learning on the exam dataset.
The best performing score is highlighted in bold.

Model Setting
Data Mining Machine Learning Differential Equations

Midterm Final Midterm Final Exam 1 Exam 2 Final

GPT-3.5 Zero 44 / 90 39 / 75 16 / 56 32 / 75 0 / 100 45 / 100 15 / 95
GPT-3.5 Zero+CoT 38 / 90 33 / 75 32 / 56 37 / 75 28 / 100 30 / 100 10 / 95

GPT-4 Zero 56 / 90 44 / 75 30 / 56 37 / 75 25 / 100 80 / 100 25 / 95
GPT-4 Zero+CoT 58 / 90 32 / 75 40 / 56 35 / 75 50 / 100 70 / 100 15 / 95

• GPT-4 surpasses GPT-3.5 by a significant margin across all seven experimental settings in
the textbook dataset, with notable improvements of 16.36% and 15.89% in averaged scores in
few-shot learning with CoT prompting and Python as external tools, respectively. A similar trend is
observed in the exam dataset where GPT-4 outperforms GPT-3.5 in most exam problems. These
results suggest a substantial overall improvement in GPT-4 over GPT-3.5, particularly in scenarios
involving CoT prompting and the use of external tools like Python.

• The zero-shot learning setting exhibits comparable performance to the few-shot learning
setting, with average scores of 12.17% and 11.99% in GPT-3.5 and 28.52% and 28.35% in GPT-4
under CoT setting. However, in many textbooks such as quantum chemistry (quan and chemmc),
which are deep, specialized domains within chemistry, few-shot learning outperforms zero-shot
learning, with improvements of 2.94% and 2.56% in GPT-4 under the CoT setting. This could be
attributed to the selected prompt examples being representative and specific to the domain. On
the other hand, few-shot learning falls short in textbooks such as physical chemistry (atkins), a
more general branch of chemistry covering a wide range of topics, from chemical equilibrium to
quantum theory, with a decrease of 6.99% in GPT-4 under the CoT setting. The selected prompt
examples may not adequately capture the diversity of the domain, resulting in reduced performance
in few-shot learning.

• The utilization of advanced prompting strategies like CoT brings advantages over vanilla
LLMs. For the textbook dataset, the CoT prompting yields average improvements of 2.58%
and 2.39% under zero-shot and few-shot learning for GPT-3.5, and 3.43% and 6.89% for GPT-4,
respectively. This improvement suggests that encouraging LLMs to generate detailed solution
steps helps obtain correct final answers, though its effectiveness varies across different models and
settings. However, in certain textbooks such as Quantum Chemistry (quan) that involve multiple
steps of advanced computational calculations, as well as in the real exam dataset, CoT prompting
sometimes brings adverse effects, resulting even in decrease under both zero-shot and few-shot
learning. This could be because CoT prompting may generate solution steps that inadvertently
misguide the LLM away from the correct solution.
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Figure 2: Pipeline of the evaluation protocol. The evaluation protocol involves analyzing both LLM
and reference (correct) solutions with the assistance of human annotators to identify error reasons.
These reasons are then summarized into ten essential scientific problem-solving skills in which LLM
may face challenges. Subsequently, a LLM verifier is employed to automatically attribute each
incorrectly answered problem to a lack of a specific skill. The resulting error profiles enable the
interpretation of the improved skills by certain prompting strategies and the direct comparison of
various strategies.

• Prompts that utilize Python yield impressive improvements while those using Wolfram
diminish performance. Under few-shot learning scenarios, utilizing Python as an external
tool results in an improvement of 7.92% compared to the CoT prompting for GPT-3.5, and
an improvement of 7.45% for GPT-4. This indicates that Python significantly improves problem-
solving, primarily attributed to the enhancement of calculation skills. However, utilizing Wolfram
Language does not help few-shot learning and even results in a deteriorated performance, with
a decrease of 4.12% compared to the CoT prompting for GPT-3.5, and a decrease of 12.79%
for GPT-4. We note that converting the solution steps to Wolfram Language often introduces
syntax issues and thus fails to produce satisfactory results, particularly in textbooks like Quantum
Chemistry (chemmc), which involve numerous variables.

4 Error Analysis of Various Prompting Strategies

Considering the substantial advancements of current Large Language Models (LLMs), an in-depth
analysis of the particular skills that are either enhanced or limited under certain settings becomes
imperative. Previous works have relied on human labor to annotate error reasons into different
categories, which is both expensive and time-consuming [49]. In this section, we present an evaluation
protocol that automates the classification of error reasons into deficient skills. This time-efficient
approach enables large-scale analyses in future research.

In order to quantify the impact of each setting on scientific problem-solving, we first define an
essential skill set that is required by solving scientific problems. Then, an LLM verifier is employed
to automatically classify each incorrectly solved problem based on the absence of a specific skill
from the essential skill set. This approach generates error profiles, showcasing a direct comparison of
different strategies. This evaluation protocol is summarized in Figure 2.

Firstly, we analyze the incorrect solutions made by GPT-3.5 for problems that provide detailed
solutions. We hire two college students, who are highly familiar with the problems in our datasets, to
annotate the source of the error for each problem, indicating the specific line where the model makes
a mistake and why. From 112 such error annotations and with the assistance of GPT-4, we distill
these errors into ten essential skills that GPT-3.5 might lack:

• Logical decomposition and analysis skills: This ability involves decomposing the problem into
smaller, manageable parts, and understanding the relationships between these parts.

• Identification of assumptions: This skill involves the ability to recognize relevant and necessary
assumptions in the problem.

• Spatial perception: This is important for understanding problems in areas such as Physics and
Chemistry, where models need to visualize molecules, forces, fields, etc.

• Causal reasoning: This is the ability to understand cause and effect relationships.

• Problem deduction skills: This pertains to the ability to infer and deduce potential solutions or
underlying principles from the given information in a problem.

• Abstract reasoning: This skill involves the ability to understand complex concepts that cannot be
perceived physically, and to recognize patterns or relationships beyond concrete examples.
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Figure 3: Error profiles of GPT-3.5 on the text dataset under six settings, which reveal the distribution
of their deficiencies in ten essential problem-solving abilities.

• Scientific literacy: This skill involves a comprehensive understanding of key scientific principles,
terminology, and methodologies across a range of disciplines.

• Code conversion skills: This involves the ability to accurately translate solution steps into different
programming languages, like Python or Wolfram Language.

• Logical reasoning: This is the ability to make a reasoned argument and to identify fallacies or
inconsistencies in an argument or set of data.

• Calculation skills: This involves the ability to accurately carry out mathematical operations and
computations.

After identifying this essential skill set, we assess the performance of the LLMs under different
settings to discern the specific problem-solving skills they lack. Given the high cost of human
annotations required to attribute the cause of incorrect solutions to specific skill deficiencies, we
propose a novel self-critique protocol: we design a specific prompt that outlines these abilities,
and employ another LLM to serve as a classifier and determine whether a specific error results
from the lack of a particular problem-solving skill. Finally, we ask human annotators to scrutinize
the classification results, which results in approximately 20% of incorrectly classified skills being
discarded. To be specific, we utilize a GPT-3.5 model as the verifier to determine the reason behind
each error and pinpoint the missing skill. The details regarding the specific prompts used are provided
in Appendix D.1. This verification process is conducted for six settings, with results represented
in bar charts (Figure 3). Detailed steps of the evaluation protocol with additional examples are
elaborated in Appendix A.

Overall, our findings suggest that there is a lack of a universally effective setting: each config-
uration only enhances some specific abilities and occasionally even hurts other skills that the
original GPT models possess. 1. Chain-of-thought (CoT) prompting significantly improves calcula-
tion skills in both zero- and few-shot scenarios, with 7.1% and 8.0% error rates caused by calculation
ability respectively, considerably lower than the 24.1% error rate of the vanilla zero-shot baseline.
However, CoT shows limitations in improving other skills, with 15.2% and 15.2% error rates in
casual ability and logical decomposition ability in the zero-shot CoT setting, respectively, compared
to 17.0% and 13.4% in the zero-shot setting. This contradicts previous claims about universal skill
enhancement through zero-shot CoT and carefully-designed few-shot CoT prompts [46]. In appendix,
we show an example in Figure 4 where the zero-shot learning setting without CoT has generated the
correct formula but fails in the calculation steps. In this case, CoT prompting is even unable to use the
correct formula as it misinterprets the specific conditions (non-necessity) in the problem. 2. While the
use of external tools significantly reduces calculation errors, they can weaken other skills, particularly
the code conversion skills, i.e., generating the correct programs for the solution. This issue becomes
particularly prominent when using the Wolfram Language, with 41.1% error rate in code conversion
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Table 5: Comparison of SCIBENCH with other benchmarks. “Level” represents the grade level
of problems. “Computation” represents the level of computational type that problems use. “w/
Solution” represents whether problems contain detailed solutions. “Type” represents what format
most problems of the dataset use; “MT” denotes multiple-choice format and “Free” denotes free-
response format. “Human” indicates whether the analysis process employs a human annotation
process. “Auto” represents whether the analysis process uses an automatic annotation process.

Benchmark
Dataset Experiment Analysis

Level Computation w/ Solution Type Zero-Shot Few-Shot CoT Tool Human Auto

ScienceQA [28] Grade 1-12 Algebra Yes MT Yes Yes Yes No No No
IconQA [27] Grade 1-12 Algebra No MT No Yes No No No No

TabMWP [30] Grade 1-12 Algebra Yes Free No Yes No No No No
GSM8K [9] Grade 1-12 Algebra Yes Free No Yes No No No No
MATH [17] High School Exponentiation Yes Free No Yes No No No No
LILA [33] High School Exponentiation Yes Free Yes Yes No No No No

MNLU [16] High School & College Exponentiation No MT No Yes No No No No
CEval [21] High School & College Differentiation No MT No Yes Yes No No No

AGIEval [49] High School & College Exponentiation No MT Yes Yes Yes No Yes No
TheroemQA [8] College Differentiation No Free No Yes Yes Yes No No

SCIBENCH College Differentiation Yes Free Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

skill comparing 0.9% in the few-shot CoT setting. Despite providing grammar specifications in
system prompts and a few examples as demonstrations, most attempts of code conversion result in
syntax errors. In Wolfram Language, the error mainly comes from the violation of variable rules (for
instance, Wolfram Language reserves certain letters such as E as protected symbols and disallows
underscores in variable names) or incorrect usage of certain functions.

Additionally, few-shot learning does not universally improve scientific problem-solving skills, as
indicated in the comparison between zero-shot and few-shot CoT settings. The improvement in one
skill is offset by the shortcomings in others: although the few-shot CoT setting results in a reduction
of 6.3% in errors related to causal reasoning, it also leads to an increase in errors associated with
other skills, such as logical decomposition and calculation.

Moreover, the skill of identifying assumptions appears to be most lacking in the zero-shot setting
without a system prompt. In this scenario, the LLM does not have any predefined direction to
follow. However, when a system prompt with instructions about which scientific domain the model is
tackling, this issue can be significantly mitigated, decreasing this error from 11.6% to 5.4%.

5 Related Work

Traditional benchmarks primarily focus on evaluating the general abilities of models. For instance,
SQuAD [36] offers a dataset designed for evaluating the reading comprehension ability of models.
GLUE [44] is a model-agnostic tool for evaluating and analyzing performance across diverse natural
language understanding tasks. Cosmos QA [20] offers questions in natural language contexts to assess
common sense reasoning abilities of models. HumanEval [5] is a handwritten dataset evaluating
the coding ability of models, featuring 164 Python programming problems. BIG-Bench [38] is a
large-scale general-purpose test suite comprising 204 multiple-choice or exact-match tasks, while
BIG-Bench Hard [40] poses particularly challenging chain-of-thought prompts. HELM [24] presents
a systematic, multi-metric evaluation of LLMs, highlighting their capabilities, limitations, and risks.

Recent benchmarks focus on assessing problem-solving skills of LLMs, particularly in scientific and
mathematical domains [31, 11, 30, 49, 33, 8, 14, 16]. GSM8K [9] is a widely used math dataset con-
taining 8.5K grade school math word problems. ScienceQA [28] is a multimodal question-answering
dataset with accompanying lecture and explanation annotations. The MATH dataset [17] presents a
challenging collection of 12.5K math problems gathered from math competitions. LILA [33] extends
20 datasets by including task instructions and Python program solutions. However, the majority of
those benchmarks concentrates on the grade or high school level tasks involving basic arithmetic
operations such as addition, multiplication, and exponentiation, rather than more sophisticated opera-
tions like differentiation. TheroemQA [8] is a theorem-oriented dataset comprising 800 high-quality
questions that aim to evaluate the ability of LLMs to apply theorems to solve problems. However, it
does not offer an in-depth qualitative analysis of their benchmark. Galactica [41] provides a set of
scientific tasks, including latex equation conversions, domain knowledge probes, citation prediction
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and chemical QA. C-EVAL [21] focuses on evaluating LLMs in a Chinese context, offering questions
from humanities to science and engineering. AGIEval [49] evaluates the performance of LLMs
in human-centric standardized exams, such as college entrance exams, law school admission tests,
math competitions, and lawyer qualification tests. It utilizes human annotated qualitative analysis to
evaluate the capabilities of the model. However, relying on human labor for direct solution analysis
can be costly. Our evaluation protocol, based on predefined fundamental problem solving skills,
enables automated classification of deficient skills for each incorrectly answered question. This
approach enables a more comprehensive and larger scale of qualitative analysis results. We include
the comparison between different benchmarks in Table 5.

6 Conclusion

In conclusion, this paper presents SCIBENCH, a college-level dataset that includes scientific problems
from Mathematics, Physics, and Chemistry, as well as exam questions in Computer Science and
Mathematics. We also conduct extensive experiments on two representative models, GPT-3.5 and
GPT4. The evaluation protocol we employ serves as a framework for evaluating advanced problem-
solving skills of LLMs in scientific domains. The findings of this study highlight that while large
language models (LLMs) exhibit impressive performance on introductory mathematical benchmarks,
their mastery of problem solving ability remains weak. These findings underscore the limitations
of current LLMs in achieving satisfactory performance, even with the assistance of various tools.
We envision that the SCIBENCH benchmark dataset and evaluation protocol presented in this paper
could lay a foundation for future research and enable advancements in understanding and enhancing
problem-solving capabilities of LLMs.
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A Problem Solving Abilities of Current LLMs

A.1 Example

Problem
Calculate the de Broglie wavelength of an electron traveling at 1.00% of the speed of light.

Correct Solution
The mass of an electron is 9.109 × 10−31 kg. One percent of the speed of light is

v = (0.0100)
(
2.998 × 10

8
m · s−1

)
= 2.998 × 10

6
m · s−1

The momentum of the electron is given by

p = mev =
(
9.109 × 10

−31
kg

)(
2.998 × 10

6
m · s−1

)
= 2.73 × 10

−24
kg · m · s−1

The de Broglie wavelength of this electron is

λ =
h

p
=

6.626 × 10−34 J · s
2.73 × 10−24 kg · m · s−1

= 2.43 × 10
−10

m = 243pm

This wavelength is of atomic dimensions.
Final Answer: 243

Chatgpt Solution with Chain-of-Thought Method
Let’s start by recalling the de Broglie wavelength formula:λ = h

p where λ is the de Broglie wavelength, h is Planck’s constant, and p is the
momentum of the particle. To calculate the momentum of the electron, we can use the relativistic momentum formula:

p =
mev√
1 − v2

c2

whereme is the mass of the electron, v is its velocity, and c is the speed of light. Plugging in the given values, we get:

p =
(9.11 × 10−31kg)(0.01c)√

1 − (0.01c)2/c2
= 8.19 × 10

−23
kg · m/s

Now we can plug this momentum into the de Broglie wavelength formula:

λ =
h

p
=

6.626 × 10−34J · s
8.19 × 10−23kg · m/s

= 8.09pm

Therefore, the de Broglie wavelength of the electron is 8.09 .
Final Answer: 8.09

ChatGPT Solution without Chain-of-Thought Method
The de Broglie wavelength of a particle is given by the equation:λ = h

p where h is the Planck constant and p is the momentum of the particle.
The momentum of an electron is given by:

p = mv

wherem is the mass of the electron and v is its velocity. We are given that the electron is traveling at 1.00% of the speed of light, which
is:v = 0.01cwhere c is the speed of light. The mass of an electron is:m = 9.11 × 10−31, kgPutting it all together, we have:

λ =
h

mv
=

h

m(0.01c)

Substituting the values of h,m, and c, we get:

λ =
6.626 × 10−34, J · s

9.11 × 10−31, kg · 0.01 · 2.998 × 108,m/s
= 3.31 × 10

−12
m = 3.31pm

Therefore, the de Broglie wavelength of the electron is 3.31pm

Final Answer: 3.31

Figure 4: An example problem, inaccurately solved by ChatGPT with and without the Chain of
Thought method, is provided to highlight different types of errors. In the example, the mistaken step
is highlighted in red.

In the context of each specific capability, we present several exemplary errors accompanied by their
corresponding classifications and explanations derived from the GPT model. Referencing Figure
4, the ChatGPT solution employing the Chain-of-Thought method corresponds to error category
4, "Causal Reasoning". The model explanation posits that "The error reason category is 4. Causal
Reasoning. The model solution uses the relativistic momentum formula to calculate the momentum
of the electron, which is not necessary for this problem since the electron is traveling at only 1.00%
of the speed of light. The relativistic momentum formula is only needed when the velocity of the
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particle is a significant fraction of the speed of light. Therefore, using this formula in this problem
leads to an incorrect value for the momentum and consequently an incorrect value for the de Broglie
wavelength." Meanwhile, the ChatGPT solution that doesn’t utilize the Chain-of-Thought method
is categorized under error case 10, "Calculation Skills". This example is further highlighted as an
illustrative showcase for explanations of the Chain-of-Thought method in Section 4. More examples
resulting in different error types are shown in Figure 5, 6, 7.

Problem
A living room has floor dimensions of 3.5 m and 4.2 m and a height of 2.4 m.What does the air in the room weigh when the air pressure is
1.0 atm ?

Correct Solution
The air’s weight is equal tomg, where m is its mass Massm is related to the air density ρ and the air volume V (ρ = m/V ).Calculation:
Putting the two ideas together and taking the density of air at 1.0 atm, we find

mg = (ρV )g =
(
1.21 kg/m

3
)
(3.5 m × 4.2 m × 2.4 m)

(
9.8 m/s

2
)

= 418 N

Final Answer: 418

Model Solution
101, 640 N. To find the weight of the air in the room, we need to first calculate the volume of the room:V = lwh = 3.5 m × 4.2 m ×
2.4 m = 35.28 m3Next, we can use the ideal gas law to find the mass of the air in the room:PV = nRT where P is the pressure, V is
the volume, n is the number of moles of gas,R is the gas constant, and T is the temperature. Assuming room temperature of 20◦C (293 K),
we can solve for n:

n =
PV

RT
=

(1.0 atm)(35.28 m3)

(0.0821 L atm/mol K)(293 K)
= 1, 610 mol

Finally, we can find the weight of the air using the molar mass of air (approximately 28.97 g/mol):

W = mg = nMg = (1, 610 mol)(0.02897 kg/mol)(9.81 m/s
2
) = 101, 640 N

Final Answer: 101640

Error Reason
The error in the model’s solution is that they used the ideal gas law to find the mass of the air in the room, which assumes that the air behaves
like an ideal gas. However, the ideal gas law is not applicable in this case because the problem does not provide information about the
temperature of the air. The correct approach is to use the density of air at 1.0 atm and the volume of the room to find the mass of the air, as

shown in the correct solution. Therefore, the reason for the error in the model’s solution is 2. Identification of Assumptions .

Figure 5: An example problem is inaccurately solved by error reason 2. Identification of Assumptions.
"Error Reason" denotes the output from the LLM Verifier utilized in the classification of error causes.
In the example, the mistaken step is highlighted in red.

A.2 Self-Critic

In order to assess the effectiveness of our evaluation protocol’s classification, we enlisted the assistance
of two annotators to determine whether the errors identified by the model verifier were accurate or
not. Through the annotation of 151 samples across different settings, we observed that 123 of them
were correctly classified, resulting in an accuracy rate of 81.45%.
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Problem
Use Simpson’s Rule with n = 10 to approximate

∫ 2
1
(1/x)dx.

Correct Solution
Putting f(x) = 1/x, n = 10, and ∆x = 0.1 in Simpson’s Rule, we obtain∫ 2

1

1

x
dx

≈ S10

=
∆x

3
[f(1) + 4f(1.1) + 2f(1.2) + 4f(1.3) + · · · + 2f(1.8) + 4f(1.9) + f(2)]

=
0.1

3

(
1

1
+

4

1.1
+

2

1.2
+

4

1.3
+

2

1.4
+

4

1.5
+

2

1.6
+

4

1.7
+

2

1.8
+

4

1.9
+

1

2

)
≈ 0.693150

Final Answer: 0.693150

Model Solution
Explanation for Problem 6: With n = 10 we have h = 2−1

10 = 1
10 and xi = 1 + ih for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 10. Then Simpson’s Rule

gives ∫ 2

1

1

x
dx ≈

h

3
[f(x0) + 4f(x1) + 2f(x2) + 4f(x3) + ...+ 2f(x8) + 4f(x9) + f(x10)]

where f(x) = 1
x .

wolfram language for Problem 6:
(* Constants *)
n = 10;
a = 1;
b = 2;
(* Function to integrate *)
f[x_] := 1/x;
(* Simpson’s Rule *)
h = (b - a)/n;
x = Table[a + i*h, i, 0, n];
approximation = (h/3)*Total[Table[If[EvenQ[i], 2, 4]*f[x[[i]]], i, 1, n - 1] + f[x[[0]]], f[x[[n]]], 4*f[x[[n/2]]]];
approximation
Final Answer: "Objects of unequal length in {4,20/11,10/3,20/13,20/7,4/3,5/2,20/17,20/9}+{1/List,10/19,20/7} cannot be combined."

Error Reason
The error reason category for the model’s solution is 8. Code Conversion Skills . The model’s solution contains a syntax error in the
Wolfram Language code, which causes the program to exceed the recursion limit and terminate prematurely. This error likely occurred during
the translation of the correct solution’s code into Wolfram Language.

Figure 6: An example problem is inaccurately solved by error reason 8. Code Conversion Skills.
"Error Reason" denotes the output from the LLM Verifier utilized in the classification of error causes.
In the example, the mistaken step is highlighted in red.

Problem
Use Simpson’s Rule with n = 10 to approximate

∫ 2
1
(1/x)dx.

Correct Solution
The equations for c1 and c2 are

c1(α− E) + c2β = 0 and c1β + c2(α− E) = 0

For E = α + β, either equation yields c1 = c2. Thus, ψb = c1 (2pz1 + 2pz2). The value of c1 can be found by requiring that the
wave function be normalized. The normalization condition on ψπ gives c21(1 + 2S + 1) = 1. Using the Hückel assumption that S = 0,
we find that c1 = 1/

√
2.SubstitutingE = α− β into either of the equations for c1 and c2 yields c1 = −c2, or

ψa = c1 (2pz1 − 2pz2)

The normalization condition gives c2(1 − 2S + 1) = 1, or c1 = 1/
√
2.

Final Answer: 0.7071067

Model Solution
therefore not provided as this problem requires visual representations and cannot be solved through text alone.

Error Reason
The error reason category is 3. Spatial Perception . This problem requires visual representations to find the bonding and antibonding Hückel

molecular orbitals for ethene. The model’s solution is incomplete as it only provides equations and does not provide any visual representation.

Figure 7: An example problem is inaccurately solved by error reason 3. Spatial Perception. "Error
Reason" denotes the output from the LLM Verifier utilized in the classification of error causes.
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B SciBench: Textbook Sources

B.1 Textbook

• PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY, ATKINS ET AL. [1] (atkins) provides an exploration of equilibrium,
structure, and reactions, integrating contemporary techniques like nanoscience, spectroscopy, and
computational chemistry.

• QUANTUM CHEMISTRY, MCQUARRIE [32] (chemmc) meticulously covers Quantum Mechanics,
from foundational principles like blackbody radiation and Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle to
complex topics such as Schrödinger’s equation, quantum mechanical operators, and the application
of quantum mechanics in chemical bonding.

• QUANTUM CHEMISTRY, LEVINE ET AL. [23] (quan) explores quantum chemistry, providing a
detailed understanding of the Schrödinger equation, particle behavior in various scenarios, quantum
mechanics operators, and other foundational quantum principles. It delves into specific applications
like the electronic structure of diatomic and polyatomic molecules, variation methods, perturbation
theory, electron spin and its implications in quantum mechanics, as well as various computational
methods for molecular quantum mechanics.

• PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY, QUANTA, MATTER, AND CHANGE, ATKINS ET AL. [2] (matter) com-
bines physics and mathematics, beginning with basics like differentiation and integration, advancing
through quantum mechanics and atomic structure, then exploring thermodynamics, molecular mo-
tion, and chemical kinetics. Each section is supplemented with mathematical concepts such as
differential equations, vectors, and probability theory.

• CLASSICAL DYNAMICS OF PARTICAL AND SYSTEMS, THORNTON AND MARION [42] (class)
initiates with an exploration of fundamental mathematical concepts, discussing scalars, vectors,
matrix operations, coordinate transformations, differentiation, and integration of vectors, using
these constructs to illustrate concepts like velocity, acceleration, and angular velocity. It then
transitions into the realm of Newtonian mechanics, detailing Newton’s laws, frames of reference,
and the equation of motion for a single particle.

• THERMODYNAMICS, STATISTICAL THERMODYNAMICS, AND KINETICS, [10] (thermo) navi-
gates through thermodynamics’ principles, from fundamental concepts to complex laws, further
discussing real and ideal gases, solutions, electrochemical cells, and statistical thermodynamics. It
concludes with an examination of the kinetic theory of gases, transport phenomena, and chemical
kinetics.

• FUNDAMENTALS OF PHYSICS, HALLIDAY ET AL. [15] (fund) covers undergraduate physics
topics, ranging from fundamental concepts like motion and energy to more advanced areas such as
quantum physics and nuclear physics.

• ELEMENTARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS, [3] (diff)
provides a detailed exploration of differential equations, progressing from basic mathematical
models to advanced topics like the Laplace Transform, linear systems, numerical methods, and
Fourier series. It culminates with a deep dive into nonlinear equations, partial differential equations,
and boundary value problems.

• PROBABILITY AND STATISTICAL INFERENCE, [18] (stat) covers probability and statistics, includ-
ing fundamental concepts, discrete and continuous distributions, bivariate distributions, functions
of random variables, and estimation techniques.

• CALCULUS: EARLY TRANSCENDENTALS, [39] (calculus) begins with diagnostic tests in foun-
dational topics, and explores functions from multiple perspectives. It comprehensively covers
calculus concepts from limits to three-dimensional analytic geometry, incorporating applications in
various fields.

B.2 Examination

• INTRODUCTION TO DATA MINING provides an introductory survey of data mining, which involves
the automatic discovery of patterns, associations, changes, and anomalies in large databases. It
explores various application areas of data mining, including bioinformatics, e-commerce, envi-
ronmental studies, financial markets, multimedia data processing, network monitoring, and social
service analysis.
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• FUNDAMENTALS ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE provides an introduction to the core problem-
solving and knowledge representation paradigms in artificial intelligence. It covers Lisp program-
ming with regular assignments, as well as topics such as search methods, planning techniques,
knowledge structures, natural language processing, expert systems, vision, and parallel architec-
tures.

• DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS covers various topics in differential equations, including first-order
and second-order linear equations with constant coefficients, power series solutions, and linear
systems. Students will explore the principles and applications of these mathematical concepts.

B.3 Textbook Examples

Problem (fund)
Two charged particles are fixed to an x axis: Particle 1 of charge q1 = 2.1 × 10−8C is at position x = 20 cm and particle 2 of charge
q2 = −4.00q1 is at position x = 70 cm. At what coordinate on the axis (other than at infinity) is the net electric field produced by the two
particles equal to zero?
Answer: −30 cm

Problem (thermo)
N2O3 dissociates according to the equilibrium N2O3( g) ⇌ NO2( g) + NO(g). At 298 K and one bar pressure, the degree of
dissociation defined as the ratio of moles of NO2(g) or NO(g) to the moles of the reactant assuming no dissociation occurs is 3.5× 10−3.
Calculate ∆G◦

R for this reaction.
Answer: 28 kJ mol−1

Problem (class)
Halley’s comet, which passed around the sun early in 1986, moves in a highly elliptical orbit with an eccentricity of 0.967 and a period of 76
years. Calculate its minimum distances from the Sun.
Answer: 8.8 ×1010m

Problem (quan)
A one-particle, one-dimensional system has Ψ = a−1/2e−|x|/a at t = 0, where a = 1.0000 nm. At t = 0, the particle’s position is
measured. Find the probability that the measured value is between x = 0 and x = 2 nm.
Answer: 0.4908

Problem (chemmc)
One of the most powerful modern techniques for studying structure is neutron diffraction. This technique involves generating a collimated
beam of neutrons at a particular temperature from a high-energy neutron source and is accomplished at several accelerator facilities around
the world. If the speed of a neutron is given by vn = (3kBT/m)1/2, wherem is the mass of a neutron, then what temperature is needed
so that the neutrons have a de Broglie wavelength of 50pm ?
Answer: 2500 K

Problem (atkins)
The change in molar internal energy when CaCO3( s) as calcite converts to another form, aragonite, is +0.21 kJ mol−1. Calculate the
difference between the molar enthalpy and internal energy changes when the pressure is 1.0 bar given that the densities of the polymorphs are
2.71 g cm−3 and 2.93 g cm−3, respectively.
Answer: -0.28 Pa m3 mol−1

Problem (matter)
In an industrial process, nitrogen is heated to 500 K at a constant volume of 1.000 m3. The gas enters the container at 300 K and 100 atm.
The mass of the gas is 92.4 kg. Use the van der Waals equation to determine the approximate pressure of the gas at its working temperature
of 500 K. For nitrogen, a = 1.39dm6 atm mol−2, b = 0.0391dm3 mol−1.
Answer: 140 atm

Problem (calc)
A planning engineer for a new alum plant must present some estimates to his company regarding the capacity of a silo designed to contain
bauxite ore until it is processed into alum. The ore resembles pink talcum powder and is poured from a conveyor at the top of the silo. The silo
is a cylinder 100ft high with a radius of 200ft. The conveyor carries ore at a rate of 60, 000π ft3/h and the ore maintains a conical shape
whose radius is 1.5 times its height. If, at a certain time t, the pile is 60ft high, how long will it take for the pile to reach the top of the silo?
Answer: 9.8 h

Problem (stat)
In a study concerning a new treatment of a certain disease, two groups of 25 participants in each were followed for five years. Those in one
group took the old treatment and those in the other took the new treatment. The theoretical dropout rate for an individual was 50% in both
groups over that 5 -year period. LetX be the number that dropped out in the first group and Y the number in the second group. Assuming
independence where needed, give the sum that equals the probability that Y ≥ X + 2. HINT: What is the distribution of Y −X + 25 ?
Answer: 0.3359

Problem (diff)
Newton’s law of cooling states that the temperature of an object changes at a rate proportional to the difference between its temperature and
that of its surroundings. Suppose that the temperature of a cup of coffee obeys Newton’s law of cooling. If the coffee has a temperature of
200◦F when freshly poured, and 1 min later has cooled to 190◦F in a room at 70◦F, determine when the coffee reaches a temperature of
150◦F
Answer: 6.07 min

Figure 8: Textbook examples with acronym highlighted in brown.
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C SciBench: More Statistics

C.1 UI Design

We employed a team of seven individuals to gather data from textbooks using an annotation tool.
Each individual was responsible for 1-2 books, encompassing approximately 100 examples. The user
interface of the annotation tool is depicted in Figure 9. For subsequent verification, we preserved
images of problems and their corresponding answers. To ensure clarity in future references, we have
maintained the original sequence of problems as they appear in the textbooks.

Figure 9: The UI design of data annotation.

D Experimental Details

D.1 Prompting

ChatGPT and GPT-4’s API have three message parameters: SYSTEM, USER, and ASSISTANT.
The SYSTEM parameter represents the system prompt, which provides context and instructions
to the model. The USER parameter is the training prompt or input provided by the user, and the
ASSISTANT parameter contains the model’s output or response. We provide all system prompts and
training prompts used in our experiments as below.

System Prompt for Zero-Shot, Few-Shot, and Chain-of-Thought setting:
Please provide a clear and step-by-step solution for a scientific problem in the categories of
Chemistry, Physics, or Mathematics. The problem will specify the unit of measurement, which
should not be included in the answer. Express the final answer as a decimal number with three digits
after the decimal point. Conclude the answer by stating "The answer is therefore \boxed[ANSWER]."

System Prompt for Python setting:
Please provide a clear and step-by-step solution for a scientific problem in the categories of Chemistry,
Physics, or Mathematics. The problem will specify the unit of measurement. Please translate the
solution steps into Python code and encase the Python code within triple backticks for clarity.

System Prompt for Wolfram setting:
Please provide a clear and step-by-step solution for a scientific problem in the categories of Chemistry,
Physics, or Mathematics. The problem will specify the unit of measurement. Please translate the solu-
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tion steps into Wolfram code and encase the Wolfram Language code within triple backticks for clarity.

System Prompt for Evaluation Protocol:
Examine the given problem, the correct solution, and the model’s solution. Identify the reason for the
error in the model’s solution based on the following 10 categories:
1. Logical Decomposition and Analysis Skills: This ability involves decomposing the problem into
smaller, manageable parts, and understanding the relationships between these parts.
2. Identification of Assumptions: This skill involves the AI’s ability to recognize relevant and
necessary assumptions in the problem.
3. Spatial Perception: This is important for understanding problems in areas such as physics and
chemistry, where you need to visualize molecules, forces, fields, etc.
4. Causal Reasoning: This is the ability to understand cause and effect relationships.
5. Problem Deduction Skills: This pertains to the ability to infer and deduce potential solutions or
underlying principles from the given information in a problem.
6. Abstract Reasoning: This skill involves the ability to understand complex concepts that can’t be
perceived physically, and to recognize patterns or relationships beyond concrete examples.
7. Scientific Literacy: This skill involves a comprehensive understanding of key scientific principles,
terminology, and methodologies across a range of disciplines.
8. Code Conversion Skills: This denotes the ability to accurately translate solution steps into different
programming languages, like Python or Wolfram, without syntax errors.
9. Logical Reasoning: This is the ability to make a reasoned argument and to identify fallacies or
inconsistencies in an argument or set of data.
10. Calculation Skills: This involves the ability to accurately carry out mathematical operations and
computations.
Conclude your final error reason category number within \boxed.

Training Prompt for Zero-Shot Chain-of-Thought:
Stage 1:
Input: [input-question] Let’s think step by step.
Output: <explanation>
Stage 2:
Input: [input-question] Let’s think step by step. [explanation] + Therefore, the answer is:
Output: <answer>

Training Prompt for Few-Shot:
Input:
Problem 1: [Question 1] The answer is \boxed{[Answer 1]}.
Problem 2: [Question 2] The answer is \boxed{[Answer 2]}.
...
Problem n: [Question n] The answer is \boxed{[Answer n]}.
Problem n+1: [Question n+1]
Output: The answer is \boxed{<answer>}.

Training Prompt for Few-Shot Chain-of-Thought:
Input:
Problem 1: [Question 1] Explanation for Problem 1: [Explanation 1]. The answer is \boxed{[Answer
1]}.
Problem 2: [Question 2] Explanation for Problem 2: [Explanation 2]. The answer is \boxed{[Answer
2]}.
...
Problem n: [Question n] Explanation for Problem n: [Explanation n]. The answer is \boxed{[Answer
n]}.
Problem n+1: [Question n+1]
Output: Explanaiton for Problem n+1: <explanation>. The answer is \boxed{<answer>}.

Training Prompt for Few-Shot Python/Wolfram:
Input:
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Problem 1: [Question 1] Explanation for Problem 1: [Explanation 1]. Python/Wolfram language for
Problem 1: ```[Python/Wolfram code 1]```.
Problem 2: [Question 2] Explanation for Problem 2: [Explanation 2]. Python/Wolfram language for
Problem 2: ```[Python/Wolfram code 2]```.
...
Problem n: [Question n] Explanation for Problem n: [Explanation n]. Python/Wolfram language for
Problem n: ```[Python/Wolfram code n]```.
Problem n+1: [Question n+1]
Output: Explanaiton for Problem n+1: <explanation>. Python/Wolfram language for Problem n+1:
```[Python/Wolfram code n+1]```.

Training Prompt for Evaluation Protocol:
Input: The question is [input-question]. The correct solution is [Correct-Solution]. The model
solution is [Model-Solution].
Output: <Error Type>

Training Prompt for Evaluation Protocol in Python/Wolfram:
Input: The question is [input-question]. The correct solution is [Correct-Solution]. The model
solution is [Model-Solution]. The translated program generates the answer as [Program Generated
Answer], which is treated as model’s output answer.
Output: <Error Type>

D.2 Experiment Process

All model output is extracted using \boxed{} notation. To prevent any missed extractions, we
supplement this process with a manual check. For both Python and Wolfram settings, we extract
the programming language with the triple backtick ```method, subsequently executing it within
the corresponding language. The entirety of our code can be accessed via the following URL:
https://github.com/mandyyyyii/scibench.
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